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where North Carolina’s true identity was developed, not just by its residents, but also by many
visitors and tourists. And yet, the state is slowly but surely losing its heritage and opportunities for

recreation as more and more residents move to the cities in search for jobs. North Carolina, in
general, is a state which has a lot of challenges and problems to address, but the state is actually
in a better position than the nation. The per capita income here is lower compared to the national
average, and the unemployment rate is also lower. North Carolina residents are more prone to die
of a heart attack than cancer. It also has higher obesity and poverty rates than many other states.

Less than half of the state's population lives in urban areas. But residents of the North Carolina
cities are richer than those who live in rural and suburban areas. That means that residents of
rural North Carolina may face more challenges in terms of jobs and services compared to their

fellow citizens in the larger cities. The sluggish economy as well as the high cost of living in most
of the large cities could be one of the reasons why people have made the North Carolina cities as
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